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****************************************************************************** 
I. Introduction ************************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
In this FAQ I have typed up every piece of dialogue and story related text that  
appears in Super Empire Strikes Back for the Super Nintendo Entertainment  
System. The text is exactly as it appears in the game except it's not all 
capitals. 

****************************************************************************** 
II. Version History ********************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
1.0 - May 05, 2005 

****************************************************************************** 
III. Script ****************************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
******************************************** 
*                 Opening                  * 
******************************************** 
A long time ago in a galaxy far, 
far away.... 

             STAR 
             WARS 

          Episode V 
   The Empire Strikes Back 

It is a dark time for the 
Rebellion. Although the Death 
Star had been destroyed, 
Imperial troops have driven the 
Rebel forces from their hidden 
base and pursued them across 
the galaxy. 

Evading the dreaded Imperial 
Starfleet, a group of freedom 
fighters led by Luke Skywalker 
has established a new secret 
base on the remote ice world 



of Hoth. 

The evil lord Darth Vader 
obsessed with finding young 
Skywalker, has dispatched 
thousands of remote probes into 
the far reaches of space.... 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 1                * 
******************************************** 
Luke: Echo-3 to Echo-base. Come in 
      There's a meteorite that hit 
      the ground near here. 
      I want to check it out. 
      It won't take long. 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 2                * 
******************************************** 
Some guy: Echo station 3-T-A. We have 
          spotted Imperial Walkers. 
          We've got to hold them 
          until all transports are 
          away. 
          There primary target will be 
          the power generators. 
          All available pilots to their 
          snowspeeders. 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 3                * 
******************************************** 
Han Solo: Imperial troops have entered 
          the base. 
          Give the evacuation code 
          signal... and get to your 
          transports. 
          I'll find the Princess and 
          get her out on the Falcon. 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 4                * 
******************************************** 
Princess Leia: Han, this bucket of 
               bolts is never going 
               to get past that blockade. 

Han Solo: This thing's got a few 
          surprises left in her, 
          sweetheart... 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 5                * 
******************************************** 
Meanwhile, in a different 
part of the galaxy... 

Luke: There's nothing wrong R2, 
      just setting a new course. 



      We're not going to regroup 
      with the others... 
      We're going to the Dagobah 
      system. 
       
------------- 

Luke: Artoo! 
      Where are you? 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 6                * 
******************************************** 
Luke: Artoo! There you are. Are you 
      alright? 
      Next time you be more careful! 
      Now all we have to do is find 
      this Yoda. 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 7                * 
******************************************** 
Yoda: You wish to become a Jedi! 
      I have trained Jedi for eight 
      hundred years. 
      To become a Jedi takes the 
      deepest commitment, patience, 
      and the most serious mind. 
      A Jedi's strength flows from 
      the force. Feel it you must. 
      Life creates it and makes it 
      grow. Its energy surrounds us 
      and binds us. 
      You must feel the force 
      around you. Everywhere. 
      Do. Or do not. 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 8                * 
******************************************** 
Princess Leia: Han, I thought you knew 
               this Lando. 

Han Solo: That was a long time ago, 
          I'm sure he's forgotten 
          by now... 

******************************************** 
*               Cut Scene 9                * 
******************************************** 
Princess Leia: Han, something is wrong here. 
               No one has seen or knows 
               anything about C-3PO. 
               He's been gone too long. 

Han Solo: He probably got lost, Leia. 
          Come on, Chewie. Let's go 
          find him. 



******************************************** 
*              Cut Scene 10                * 
******************************************** 
Darth Vader: This carbon freezing facility 
             is crude, but it suits our 
             needs. 
             The test on Solo proves it. 
             He is still alive, encased in 
             carbonite and in perfect 
             hibernation. 
             Solo is all yours, Bounty 
             Hunter! You may take him to 
             Jabba the Hut. 
             Prepare the chamber for our 
             new arrival - Luke Skywalker. 

******************************************** 
*              Cut Scene 11                * 
******************************************** 
Meanwhile, back on Dagobah... 

Yoda: Luke, you must complete the 
      training. You must not go. 
      Only a fully trained Jedi 
      Knight, with the force as 
      his ally, will conquer 
      Vader and his Emperor. 
      If you choose the quick and 
      easy path - as Vader did - 
      you will become an agent of 
      evil. Be patient. 
      Don't give in to hate. That 
      leads to the Dark Side. 
      Strong is Vader. Mind what 
      you have learned... 
      Save you it can. 

Luke races in his X-wing 
to the Cloud City on Bespin 
to rescue his friends. 

******************************************** 
*              Cut Scene 12                * 
******************************************** 
Luke and R2-D2 arrive at 
Cloud City, unaware of the 
danger that awaits them... 

Darth Vader: The force is with you young 
             Skywalker, 
             but you are not a Jedi yet. 

******************************************** 
*                  Ending                  * 
******************************************** 
Troubled by the uncertain 
fate of Han Solo, the Rebels 
narrowly escape the Imperial 
forces on Bespin... 
...and rejoin the Rebel 



fleet. 

     Congratualtions 
       Young Jedi! 
 You have beaten the evil 
Imperial Lord, Darth Vader, 
  Master of the Darkside. 
 You have escaped from the 
clutches of the Empire with 
your friends, Princess Leia, 
Chewbacca, Lando Calrissian, 
     C-3PO, and R2-D2. 
You have learned much about 
the force, and it is strong 
with you. Soon you will be a 
true Jedi Knight. But first 
   you must complete your 
  training with Yoda, and 
overcome your fears by facing 
        Vader again. 
The Super NES sage and battle 
against the Empire continues 
             in 
  Super Return of the Jedi, 
 where you must rescue your 
  friend Han Solo from the 
  slimy Jabba the Hut, and 
   confront Vader and the 
      Emperor himself! 

          Remember! 
    The force is with you! 
           Always! 

****************************************************************************** 
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